Sheriff’s Office Needs Help to Locate Indecent Exposure Suspect

On 10/25/18, at approximately 8:20AM, a male adult exposed himself to a 13-year old girl waiting at a school bus stop on Sycamore Drive near Sunnyside Avenue in Unincorporated Morgan Hill.

The suspect was described as a Hispanic male adult with medium colored skin, approximately 30 years old, black or brown medium length hair, and had a distinctive "pear" shaped mole on his nose.

The suspect is believed to be driving a black, four door sedan with possibly aftermarket black wheels. The vehicle may also have a loud exhaust and possibly a spoiler on top of the trunk.

Sheriff’s Investigators are seeking additional information about this suspect, and are also investigating to determine if there are other young victims. If you have any information about this investigation, please contact the Sheriff’s Office South County Detective Bureau at (408) 686-3650 or our Anonymous Tip Line at (408) 808-4431.